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Last month, the YouTube star Shane
Dawson uploaded his new project: a
104-minute documentary, “Conspiracy
Theories With Shane Dawson.”

In the video, set to a spooky instru-
mental soundtrack, Mr. Dawson un-
spooled a series of far-fetched hypothe-
ses. Among them: that iPhones se-
cretly record their owners’ every utter-
ance; that popular children’s TV shows
contain subliminal messages urging
children to commit suicide; that the
recent string of deadly wildfires in
California was set on purpose, either
by homeowners looking to collect
insurance money or by the military
using a type of high-powered laser
called a “directed energy weapon.”

None of this was fact-based, of
course, and some of the theories
seemed more like jokey urban legends
than serious accusations. Still, his fans
ate it up. The video has gotten more
than 30 million views, a hit even by Mr.
Dawson’s standards. A follow-up has
gotten 15 million more views and

started a public feud with Chuck E.
Cheese’s, the restaurant chain, which
was forced to deny claims that it recy-
cles customers’ uneaten pizza slices
into new pizzas.

Mr. Dawson’s conspiracy series
arrived at a particularly awkward
moment for YouTube, which has been
reckoning with the vast troves of mis-

information and extreme content on its
platform.

In late January, the company an-
nounced that it was changing its rec-
ommendations algorithm to reduce the
spread of “borderline content and
content that could misinform users in
harmful ways.” It cited, as examples,
“videos promoting a phony miracle

cure for a serious illness, claiming the
earth is flat or making blatantly false
claims about historic events like 9/11.”

Mr. Dawson, whose real name is
Shane Lee Yaw, has more than 20
million subscribers and a devoted
teenage fan base. He has built his
lucrative career by, among other tal-
ents, understanding what kinds of
content plays well on YouTube.

For years, that meant conspiracy
theories. In a 2016 video, he wondered
aloud if the first Apollo moon landing
was staged by NASA. (“It’s a theory,”
he said, “but, I mean, all the evidence
is not looking good.”) In 2017, he dis-
cussed the false theory that the attacks
of Sept. 11, 2001, were a hoax. (“I know
it’s crazy,” he said, “but just look at
some of these videos.”) And last year,
he devoted a segment of a video to
flat-earth theory, which he concluded
“kind of makes sense.”

In fairness, Mr. Dawson is a far cry
from partisan cranks like Alex Jones,
the Infowars founder, who was barred
by YouTube and other social networks
last year for hate speech. Most of Mr.
Dawson’s videos have nothing to do
with conspiracies, and many are harm-
less entertainment.

But the popularity of Mr. Dawson’s
conspiracy theories illuminates the 

YouTube has a conspiracy theory problem
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The Shift
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Netflix called it “ ‘Roma’ Experience
Day.”

On a Sunday in December, the
streaming giant rented two sound-
stages on a historic movie lot in Holly-
wood to evangelize for “Roma,” Alfonso
Cuarón’s art film about a domestic
worker in Mexico. Oscar voters perused
a museum-style exhibit of “Roma” cos-
tumes. Mr. Cuarón and his crew sat for
hours of panel discussions.

Breakfast? Lunch? Provided. There
were “Roma” stickers and “Roma”-
stamped chocolates. Attendees were
even superimposed into a “Roma” scene
to share online.

All of it struck some voters as over the
top. It was certainly a display of just how
badly Netflix wants an Oscar — and how
much faith it has put in the person be-
hind the event, a strategist named Lisa
Taback, to get it done.

Ms. Taback, 55, is an Oscar-campaign
veteran who cut her teeth at Miramax
with Harvey Weinstein in the 1990s and
whose résumé includes best-picture
winners like “The King’s Speech,” “The
Artist” and “Spotlight.” Ted Sarandos,
Netflix’s chief content officer, called Ms.
Taback “the best of the best” when he
named her vice president for talent rela-
tions and awards in July, adding that he
wanted to “expand and deepen our ef-
forts to celebrate the incredible creators
and talent who bring their dream
projects to Netflix.”

The hiring went off like a sonic boom
in Hollywood, reverberating to the high-
est levels of rival studios. “Awards
Landscape Rocked as Netflix Poaches
Leading Strategist,” the Hollywood Re-
porter headline read. Netflix had aided
its own awards operation while dealing
a blow to competitors by taking a top
campaigner off the market.

And now the costly Oscar push that
Ms. Taback has orchestrated for
“Roma” is starting to look historic. Mr.
Cuarón’s film, shot in Spanish and Mix-
tec and deemed a masterpiece by many
critics, heads into the 91st Academy
Awards next Sunday as a strong con-
tender to win the Oscar for best picture.
If Netflix notches its first such triumph,
“the game changes forever,” said Marty
Kaplan, the Norman Lear professor of
entertainment, media and society at the
University of Southern California.

If a film primarily distributed online
wins, the debate in Hollywood about
what constitutes cinema is over. It
would strike a blow to the big multiplex
chains, which have refused to show
“Roma” because Netflix offered them an
exclusive play period of only three
weeks; three months is the norm. As far
as box office figures, Netflix has said the
film has appeared in about 250 theaters
in the United States since it was re-
leased on Nov. 21, but it refuses to dis-
close ticket sales.

A win by “Roma” could embolden old-
line studios like Universal and Warner
Bros. to shorten their own theatrical
“windows.”

Winning would also make it easier for
Netflix to compete with traditional stu-
dios for top filmmakers. (Its lone Oscar
for a feature-length film to date has been
best documentary, in 2018.)

Even victories in lesser categories —
“Roma” has 10 nominations in total and
“The Ballad of Buster Scruggs” earned
three more — would buoy the Netflix
brand, giving the company a glow of ex-
cellence and helping it defend against a
coming onslaught of competitors. Dis-

ney, WarnerMedia and Apple are all in-
troducing megawatt streaming services
this year.

Ms. Taback declined to comment for
this article. Strategists like Ms. Taback
try to avoid the media spotlight, espe-
cially before the Oscars, contending that
they don’t want to take attention away
from the films. Another reason, of
course, is that no studio wants to look
like it is trying to manipulate voters.

With so much at stake, Netflix has em-
powered Ms. Taback and her colleagues
in the company’s publicity department
to mount a big, bombastic, back-up-the-
Brink’s-trucks campaign. “Roma,” a
black-and-white period film with no
known stars, cost just $15 million to
make, but the company has spent an es-
timated $25 million to $30 million on pro-
motion. Some rival companies, yowling
behind the scenes about overspending
by Netflix, insist those figures are con-
servative. Netflix insiders have howled
back, saying that some of its spending
has been to advertise “Roma” to con-
sumers.

Whatever the cost, the campaign is
easily the most lavish in history for a for-
eign-language film. (No foreign film has
ever won best picture.)

In truth, no film wins the top Oscar un-
less it’s paid for. All eight of this year’s
nominees have been draped in for-your-
consideration campaigns for months.
Awards strategists estimate that
Warner Bros. has spent around $20 mil-
lion to promote “A Star Is Born,” with
that film’s director, Bradley Cooper, fly-
ing private to campaign stops in New
York, Los Angeles and London. Disney
has not been stingy with its campaign
for “Black Panther,” which has included
television spots, lavish ads in The Los
Angeles Times and stumping by Oprah
Winfrey.

Universal sent a bound volume of five
books to voters on behalf of “First Man,”
in addition to an annotated copy of the
screenplay.

It didn’t help much: “First Man” re-
ceived four Oscar nominations but was
shut out of the marquee categories.

This has been one of the most rough-
and-tumble Oscar seasons in memory.
Back-stabbing and subterfuge are al-
ways part of this game, but the vote-
mongering has grown more intense
than usual, in part because there has
been no clear front-runner for best pic-
ture.

“BlacKkKlansman,” “Roma,” “Green
Book” and “Black Panther” are in a dog-
fight for the prize.

“Competition has never been more
fierce because it seems there is a battle
for the future of Hollywood, the film in-
dustry and the Oscars themselves — not
just in terms of saving the telecast from
plummeting ratings, but also in terms of
Netflix having a seat at the table,” said
Sasha Stone, a longtime Oscar observer
who runs the blog AwardsDaily.
“Whether publicist- or civilian-driven,”
Ms. Stone added, whisper campaigns
and the resurfacing of old Twitter posts
have been widespread.

Ms. Taback is not the only awards
strategist involved in this year’s race
who used to work for Mr. Weinstein, who
is credited with turning Oscar cam-
paigning into a blood sport. Tony Angel-
lotti has led the “Green Book” get-out-
the-vote effort; he helped Mr. Weinstein
push films like “The English Patient”
and “Shakespeare in Love” to best-pic-
ture victories in the 1990s. “BlacK-
kKlansman” has been steered by Dani
Weinstein (no relation), who served as
the Weinstein Company’s publicity chief
from 2012 to 2016. Cynthia Swartz, who
spent the 1990s at Miramax, has been
consulting on both “BlacKkKlansman”
and “Black Panther.”

Even so, Ms. Taback is the only one to
work for Netflix, which has poured
money into its hunt for Emmys and Os-
cars on a scale that Hollywood execu-
tives say they have rarely if ever seen
before. Most studios, for instance, sent a
couple of movies on DVD to voters for
consideration this season. Netflix sent
17.

A Netflix spokesman said this re-

flected the large number of films the
company is now producing, which is
why, unlike most Hollywood studios, it
decided to bring its entire award effort
in-house.

Ms. Taback, who grew up in Los Gat-
os, Calif., where Netflix is based, previ-
ously ran her own company, LT-LA Com-
munications, and in recent years
worked for Lionsgate, A24, Sony Pic-
tures and 20th Century Fox. She
brought her entire LT-LA staff to Netflix,
where the awards department now has
roughly 20 people.

The “Roma” campaign started on
Aug. 13, when Ms. Taback and Netflix’s
film publicity chief, Julie Fontaine, got
buzz started by inviting a handful of film
reporters (this one included) to an off-
the-record cocktail party and screening
of footage. Mr. Cuarón was on hand to
chat afterward.

Then came screenings for the film at a
string of important festivals. As the
campaign intensified, Netflix had celeb-
rities like Angelina Jolie and Charlize
Theron host “tastemaker” screenings in
Hollywood for Oscar voters.

There were parties at restaurants like
Spago in Los Angeles and the Pool in
New York.

A barrage of ads in Los Angeles — in
trade publications, on Netflix-owned
billboards — continued for months.

Everyone who matters in Hollywood
knows Ms. Taback, and they all seem to
have a strong opinion. Admirers call her
“brilliant” and “scrappy” — a “general”
who figures out clever ways to connect
films to the cultural moment. Detractors
complain that she is ruthless and takes
more credit for campaigns than she
sometimes deserves.

“Am I a ruthless tiger about pushing
someone out of the way? No. My strat-
egy has never been that,” Ms. Taback
told the trade news site Deadline in 2017.
“My strategy has been to be tireless. I’ll
take clever over nasty any day of the
week.”

Netflix’s no-holds-barred Oscar gambit

Above, a barrage of ads for “Roma” in Los Angeles has continued for months. Below, the director Alfonso Cuarón, left, and actresses Yalitza Aparicio, center, and Marina de Tavira.
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Streaming giant mobilizes
savvy campaigner in lavish
effort to promote ‘Roma’
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Stephen Prince was aboard the Silver
Whisper, a luxury cruise ship docked in
French Polynesia, sipping his morning
coffee from sparkling china as he la-
mented a tax break that was about to
save him millions of dollars.

The founder of a private company
that makes plastic gift cards, Mr. Prince
is among the wealthy elite who stand to
benefit enormously from the Trump tax
cuts passed in 2017. He estimates that
his tax bill this year will be $3 million
less than it would have been absent the
changes.

Yet Mr. Prince, a Democrat from
Nashville, is none too pleased about his
windfall. He believes the Trump tax cuts
are misguided and ultimately bad for
the country, even as they pad his al-
ready robust bank account.

“I’m pissed off about it,” said Mr.
Prince, speaking via FaceTime during a
four-month, around-the-world cruise
with his wife.

Mr. Prince occupies a peculiar spot on
today’s highly charged ideological spec-
trum. A successful entrepreneur, he
made a fortune with his company, Na-
tional Business Products, and is now en-
joying the fruits of his labor as he ap-
proaches retirement. Yet when Mr.
Prince scrutinizes the laws that govern
his payments to the Treasury Depart-
ment, he sees an inequitable system
that asks too little of him and his peers,
and too much of those with not much to
spare.

“People like me are not all greedy,” he
continued, turning his phone around to
reveal dawn breaking over the South
Pacific. “We have to show that we have
some concern for the country, and that
we’re willing to pay some taxes.”

The sweeping reorganization of the
tax code is affecting Americans un-
evenly. Corporations benefited tremen-
dously. Many have reported higher prof-
its and increased payments to share-
holders. Some companies offered work-
ers bonuses.

But many lower- and middle-income
earners will not see their tax bills fall by
much, if at all. Instead, the vast majority
of individuals who stand to gain from the
tax cuts are business owners and those
who earn substantial income through
pass-through entities. That is, people
like Mr. Prince.

Most of those in line to benefit from
the Trump tax cuts are not complaining.
Plenty of business owners and investors
cheered the changes as good for them-
selves and the economy.

But Mr. Prince has found camaraderie
among an ad hoc group of wealthy indi-
viduals known as the Patriotic Million-
aires. Founded in 2010 by Morris Pearl,
a former BlackRock executive, the
loose-knit group advocates higher taxes
on businesses and the wealthy. In recent
years, they have met with legislators in
Washington and various state capitals,
testified before Congress and endorsed
candidates who endorse higher taxes on
the rich.

“We’re very concerned about this
huge inequality thing,” said Mr. Pearl.
“And the tax cut was designed to make
the rich richer.”

Now retired, Mr. Pearl is frustrated
that his income from investments is not
taxed at a higher rate. “I don’t work at 

They’re rich, 
and they’re 
angry about
low taxes
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‘Patriotic Millionaires’ 
decry Trump plan windfall
as bad for the country

BY DAVID GELLES
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ride-hailing trips. At the end of that peri-
od, the city’s taxi commission would re-
view the number of vehicle licenses and
decide how they would be regulated.

Last month, Mr. de Blasio said in a ra-
dio interview that he wanted to “put on-
going caps in place on the for-hire vehi-
cles.” Officials at City Hall confirmed
that the mayor was considering extend-
ing the cap.

Uber’s lawsuit argues that it was not
legal for the city to delegate the power to
cap vehicles to the taxi commission. If
Uber cannot meet growing rider de-
mand, the lawsuit says, that could hurt
the state’s efforts to raise money for the
subway through new fees on ride-hail-
ing trips.

The lawsuit, filed in State Supreme
Court in Manhattan, questions the city’s
motives: “This is less a ‘study’ and more
a ‘post hoc rationalization’ of a remedy
the city appears to have already se-
lected.”

Lyft also opposes a permanent cap.
“Any extension of this misguided policy
would do even more significant, long-
term damage to drivers and riders,” Lyft
said in a statement.

The City Council is proud of the new
regulations imposed on the ride-hailing
industry and had the authority to ap-
prove them, said Jacob Tugendrajch, a

spokesman for Mr. Johnson. The
speaker, his office said, wants the taxi
commission to make a decision about
any future limits on vehicles based on
data from its study.

The city’s taxi commissioner, Meera
Joshi, recently announced that she was
stepping down in March. Her successor

will have a powerful role in determining
the industry’s future.

In a separate lawsuit, Lyft challenged
the city’s rules to raise driver wages to
more than $17 an hour.

Lyft claims the rules give Uber an un-
fair advantage because it judges compa-
nies differently based on their “utiliza-

tion rate,” or how often drivers have a
passenger in their car versus driving
around empty.

The approach gives “the largest com-
pany with the biggest market share a
built-in and perpetual advantage over
companies with lower utilizations,”
Lyft’s lawsuit said.

Lyft has sold itself as the more ethical
ride-hailing option. But the lawsuit hurt
its image among some riders like Brad
Lander, a councilman from Brooklyn,
the New York City borough, who said he
deleted the app.

After facing harsh criticism, Lyft an-
nounced that it would comply with the
new pay rules while its legal case pro-
ceeded.

Uber and Lyft say they care about
public policy, but the lawsuits show their
first priority is self interest, said Bruce
Schaller, a former city transportation of-
ficial who has closely studied the indus-
try. The companies face a difficult chal-
lenge of balancing both profits and their
public image. In this case, Mr. Schaller
said, Uber chose to protect its bottom
line.

“Uber in particular has been playing
super nice since its change in manage-
ment a year ago and particularly as they
get closer to the I.P.O.,” he said. “Suing
the biggest city in the country isn’t play-
ing super nice.”

As Amazon retreats, New York faces new battle
UBER, FROM PAGE 10

A ride-hailing vehicle in New York City. Uber has filed a lawsuit challenging the city’s
cap on its vehicles, calling the approach “unfortunate, irresponsible and irrational.”
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When Nina Compton first drew na-
tional attention by competing in a 2013
season of Bravo’s “Top Chef,” she fell
just short of victory. Last May, she
secured a far more prestigious prize:
She was named best chef in the Ameri-
can South by the James Beard Founda-
tion, the culinary world’s Oscars.

Ms. Compton, 40, won for her work
at Compère Lapin, her New Orleans
restaurant, where the menu is inspired
by the Caribbean comfort food of her
youth in St. Lucia and prepared with
the technical expertise and mastery of
Italian cuisine that she honed in the
kitchens of Daniel Boulud, Scott Co-
nant and Norman Van Aken over the
past two decades.

Ms. Compton lives full time in New
Orleans and oversees both Compère
Lapin and a newer restaurant, Bywa-
ter American Bistro. In her profes-
sional life, she juggles two main men.
Larry Miller, her husband of nine
years, oversees the front of house at
both restaurants. Levi Raines, her
onetime sous chef, manages the
kitchen at Bywater American Bistro,
under her supervision, as she focuses
on Compère Lapin.

Recently, I tracked Ms. Compton
during a week that had her jetting
from one high-profile culinary event to
the next — while also sweating the
small plates in her New Orleans
restaurants. Burt Helm

Monday
5:30 a.m. I am trying to get into the
habit of taking 15 minutes to stretch,
have coffee, watch the sunrise — but
it’s hard to remind myself that those
little things are important. Instead, I
check my email in bed, focusing on last
night’s closing report and today’s
incoming orders, which dictate my day.
I don’t really eat breakfast, just coffee
and a large bottle of sparkling water. I
don’t often eat regular meals, actually.
As a chef you’re always kind of tasting
along the way.
6:30 a.m. I spend most days at Com-
père Lapin, our restaurant in the Ware-
house district. It’s about a mile away,
and I ride my Vespa.
7:00 a.m. We have people working
various shifts from 4 a.m. until mid-
night every day, so pretty much as
soon as I arrive each morning, I’m
managing and delegating. I review the
daily prep list and assign tasks,
whether it’s breading coquettes or
roasting chicken bones for the stock.
When produce arrives, the first big
order of the day, I triple-check it and
start sauce production — a simple
shellfish sauce, a cauliflower purée for
the pasta.

When the protein order arrives, I get
to work butchering.
7:45 a.m. A cook calls and says she
can’t come in — back problems. That
means I’m now both butcher and line
cook, too, not to mention kitchen expe-
diter once lunch gets busy.
11:30 a.m. Lunch service begins and
quickly gets busy. No one ever makes
a reservation for lunch.
1:30 p.m. My dear friend Lee Schrager
invited me to appear as part of a guest
chef series at Faena Hotel in Miami
Beach on Friday, and I have tons to do.
For events like this, it’s always easier
to bring some mise en place with you.

As lunch service winds down, I
break away to check email, run a
preshift meeting for the next day and
then start prepping for Friday. I make
a guava curry, which I’ll cryovac, and I
also start the braised oxtail.
2:30 p.m. Time to start pasta produc-
tion. My sous chefs know how, but I’ve
been making it for years and it’s just
faster if I do it; it’s not worth having
someone spend four hours on one task

if I can do it in 90 minutes. Before
dinner I make 20 pounds of butternut
squash ravioli, 80 pounds of sweet
potato gnocchi and 40 pounds of
scialatielli.

5:30 p.m. Tonight it’s busy off the bat,
and we’re still short-handed. When you
run a kitchen, no matter how crazy and
chaotic it gets, you have to be the calm
one. You cannot show any sign of fear

— the guests pick up on it. The beauty
of this kitchen, though, is that every-
body helps everybody. We break down
what needs to be done step by step,
reassuring one another.

10:30 p.m. Service finally winds down.
I go back to prepping more for Miami.
1:00 a.m. I head home and respond to
emails. I like doing email late at night
— not many people are up this late,
which buys me time.

Tuesday
7:00 a.m. Sometimes the next morning
just feels like the continuation of the
previous day. I commute to Compère
Lapin, do emails, start checking in
orders.
11:00 a.m. I visit my purveyor, Mi-
chelle Posey, at Pelican Produce. She
provides beautiful produce to every
chef in the city, all of it grown right
here in the Ninth Ward, and I like to go
in person to see what’s coming. I al-
most want to cry when she comes in
with these beautiful baskets of vegeta-
bles.

Her radishes are so petite and round
and clean. I love her produce.
3:00 p.m. Lunch service winds down,
and after an hour of paperwork —
setting staff schedules, reviewing
protein, produce and dairy orders,
more email — I head to Bywater
American Bistro for a photo shoot for
Nola.com. I like these photo shoots — I
get to make a nice dish, and it’s a nice
opportunity to build my repertoire with
a professional photo. But personally,
I’m still awkward in front of the cam-
era. I’m like: Really, just take a picture
of the food.
5:30 p.m. I head upstairs to do laundry
and start packing for Miami.
7:00 p.m. My chef partner, Levi
Raines, joins me for dinner down the
street at a place called Pizza Delicious.
Yesterday was my birthday, and now
we have a chance to celebrate. We get
our usual: pepperoni, a Caesar salad,
pitcher of beer. There’s bad pizza ev-
erywhere, but this place is pretty close
to New York.

Wednesday
7:00 a.m. Wake up, pick up Levi, head
to the airport.
1:00 p.m. After we land and check into
the hotel, we eat lunch outside at Fran-
cis Mallmann’s Argentine restaurant,
Los Fuegos, in Miami Beach. As a chef,
I can never fully turn off when I eat at
other restaurants — I’m always cri-
tiquing, always tasting stuff, checking
stuff. And when I travel with Levi,
we’re constantly bouncing ideas off
each other. But today we’re starving.
We get a lot of grilled meat, and it
really hits the spot.
3:00 p.m. We tour the event space at
Hotel Faena. Thankfully this one has
its own fully equipped kitchen; often at
hotel events you’re crammed in the
same kitchen as the regular room
service and dinner service.
7:30 p.m. We head to South Beach for
dinner at Macchialina, the restaurant
of my best friend from my days as a
chef in Miami, Mike Pirolo. We always
play jokes on each other — this time I
didn’t tell him I was coming and just
walked in. But we always pick up right
where we left off.

Thursday
9:00 a.m. Heavy prep day: We receive
all the product, start portioning fish
and make items like pasta, sauces and
stocks.
4:00 p.m. We finish prepping for the
day. Time for a break.
5:30 p.m. Cocktails with my publicist.
We’ve worked together since my days
as the chef at the Fontainebleau in
Miami. Our relationship now spans 10
years, and our goals have changed a
lot since then: We are no longer the
new kid on the block; we have to re-
configure things so we stay fresh in
people’s minds. You can’t tell the same
story over and over.
10:30 p.m. We call it a night and head

back to the hotel to rest up for tomor-
row’s event.

Friday
9:00 a.m. I wake up and have an
espresso on the hotel balcony and read
my emails in silence. Sometimes a
different setting allows me to focus a
little better.
10:00 a.m. I check in with my sous
chef back at Compère Lapin, Phil, to
see how everything’s going: All staff
have shown up, deliveries are on time
and correct. I also follow up with the
sous chef and general manager at
Bywater American Bistro to go over
any notes from the night before about
guest satisfaction, food consistency
training, staff morale. When a restau-
rant is only six months old, every small
detail must be analyzed.
Noon As I’ve gotten older, I try to
include some time to slow down and
reset. (I’m also an island girl at heart,
so any chance to go to the beach, I’m
there.)

I walk along the beach, relax in a
lounge chair by the water and call my
brother, whose birthday is today.
3:00 p.m. Final walk-through with the
staff and a review of logistics — start
time, guest count, special dietary
needs.
8:30 p.m. Guests arrive. I give a wel-
come speech discussing the format:
seven courses on the theme of “New
Orleans meets Miami,” with a Caribbe-
an twist. The guests got the true Nola
feeling — Mardi Gras centerpieces,
even a brass band. Dinner service
flows nicely — having someone from
your team there makes life so much
easier.
11:30 p.m. We meet up with Mike for
cocktails at a place called Sweet Lib-
erty — he insists on continuing my
birthday celebrations with some cham-
pagne. We dance the night away with
an amazing band, Patrick and the
Swayzees. I love dancing and letting
loose, and before I know it, it’s 2:30
a.m.

Saturday
5:30 a.m. Time to head to the airport.
Thankfully, last night I didn’t get too
crazy. I actually feel great.
9:30 a.m. I stop at home, change and
head back to Compère Lapin.
10:30 a.m. After a trip, I like to go
through the walk-in cooler and get my
hands on everything to make sure
everything is up to par. This roughly
takes two hours. (During the day you
have 20 people in and out of the walk-
in, and things can get messy — I tell
staff to keep it looking like a Dean and
Deluca, not a Save-a-Lot store.) Next I
taste all the mise en place on the line. I
spend time with the cooks to make
sure everything is correct, and crack a
joke or two.
3:00 p.m. I start making the night’s
pasta.
5:00 p.m. Another line check before
dinner service, then back to pasta
production. Dinner service ramps up
quickly, so I switch to expediting serv-
ice, while my sous chefs on the line
help the cooks get through the push.
11:00 p.m. I take a moment to walk
into the dining room. I love doing this
when I can — I love feeling the vibe of
people eating, laughing, listening to
music, the mood of a restaurant. I
always make eye contact and smile at
guests when I walk through. Their
smiles are contagious.
Midnight I end the night at the new
restaurant. Then head home, shower,
drink a glass of wine, double-check for
any emails I may have missed and call
it a night.

In a few hours I’ll be back at Com-
père, going through the daily prep list,
checking with the pastry cook to make
sure the pastries are displayed at the
coffee shop and setting up for the rest
of breakfast.

Calm center of the kitchen storm
Like a Boss

EDMUND D. FOUNTAIN FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Nina Compton, top, and above with Levi Raines, oversees Compère Lapin and Bywater American Bistro, both in New Orleans.
SARA ESSEX BRADLEY FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES
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including Canada, Britain and Brazil.
President Xi Jinping has championed
China’s $1 trillion collection of global in-
frastructure projects, known as the Belt
and Road Initiative, in part as a means of
expanding worldwide use of the ren-
minbi. Last year, China set up a trading
system in Shanghai allowing oil to be
purchased in the Chinese currency.

But China’s unfolding economic slow-
down, concerns about its soaring debts
and unease from neighbors that its in-
vestment is really a new form of co-
lonialism have combined to moderate its
infrastructure plans.

China’s restrictions on taking money
out of the country and its alarming de-
tentions of foreigners — often in parallel
with geopolitical scrapes — have tested
the appeal of holding money embossed
with the image of Chairman Mao.

“What about China?” Mr. Blyth
asked, rattling off possible alternatives
to the dollar. “I could go there and disap-
pear. This doesn’t inspire confidence.
Once you start that kind of politics, you
cannot be serious as a global currency.”

The most formidable competitor to
the dollar has long been the euro. In Sep-
tember, the president of the European
Commission, Jean-Claude Juncker, de-
voted part of his final State of the Union
address to lamenting that the bloc was
paying for 80 percent of its energy im-
ports in dollars, though just 2 percent
came from the United States.

“We will have to change that,” Mr.
Juncker declared. “The euro must be-
come the active instrument of a new
sovereign Europe.”

But the most trusted euro-denominat-
ed investment, German government
bonds, are in chronically short supply.
With a deep cultural aversion to debt,
Germany has been reluctant to finance
spending by selling bonds. As a result,
investors seeking ultrasafe places to
stash savings have very few options in
the euro currency. By comparison,
American savings bonds are in virtually
limitless supply.

A series of crises within the 19 coun-
tries that share the euro has provoked
more animosity than unity, revealing a
foundational defect: The euro is a com-
mon currency lacking a common poli-
tical structure that can guarantee a ro-
bust response when trouble arises.

“The problems with the euro are prob-
lems with governance,” said Catherine
Schenk, an economic historian at the
University of Oxford. “It has been
deeply flawed from the outset. It doesn’t
look like a very safe haven to go to from
the U.S. dollar.”

By contrast, the dollar looks like a
uniquely rare creature on the global
landscape — a currency free of exist-
ential fears.

In recent years, the Federal Reserve
has increased interest rates as it has
phased out the cheap money it un-
leashed to attack the financial crisis.
Higher rates have enhanced the appeal
of the dollar for investors by lifting the
rate of return on dollar holdings. More
money has washed up on American
shores.

“Even with Trump in the White
House, and all he has done so far to un-
dermine American leadership in the
world, still the dollar is the dominant
global currency and doesn’t seem to be
waning,” said Nicola Casarini, a senior
fellow at the Institute of International
Affairs in Rome.

The certain endurance of the dollar
has been a foundational truism in global
affairs since the end of World War II.
Perhaps counterintuitively, that notion
was only strengthened by the global cri-
sis that began in 2008.

The conflagration centered on the ter-
rifying possibility that global banks
would not be able to find enough dollars
to avoid a reckoning with dollar-based
debts. The Fed — essentially the central
bank for the world — unleashed a
gusher of dollars. The system survived.

Between the beginning of 2008 and
late 2018, the share of reserves that cen-
tral banks worldwide held in dollars re-
mained roughly constant, dipping to 62
percent of the total from 63 percent, ac-
cording to the International Monetary
Fund. This, at a time when total reserves
— the money that central banks hold on
their balance sheets — expanded by
more than half.

Over the same time, reserves en-
trusted to the euro have slipped to 20
percent from 27 percent. Much of this
shift reflects the euro’s loss of value
against the dollar. China’s currency
makes up only 2 percent of total re-
serves, according to the I.M.F.

The supremacy of the dollar has en-
hanced Mr. Trump’s ability to dictate
key foreign policy aims.

His decision to revoke American par-
ticipation in an antinuclear deal with
Iran and resume sanctions has brought
consternation from key American allies
in Europe. Germany, France and Italy
had looked to Iran as a source of new
trade, while banking on the deal to curb
Iran’s nuclear reach.

Still, Europe abided by the sanctions,
for the simple reason that its banks can-
not survive the prospect of severing
their access to a global financial system
dominated by dollars.

For a global bank, “the inability to op-
erate in dollars is effectively a death
sentence,” said Brad Setser, a former
United States Treasury official and now
a senior fellow for international eco-
nomics at the Council on Foreign Rela-
tions in New York. “The United States
has been able to leverage that.”

A similar power has been applied to
Venezuela, as Mr. Trump tries to oust
President Nicolás Maduro. The sanc-
tions have been effective, paralyzing oil
exports and the banking system in a
matter of days.

The supremacy of the dollar has also
intensified pressure on Russia. One pos-
sible motive for Russian interference in
the American election of 2016 was Presi-
dent Vladimir Putin’s eagerness to gain
relief from United States sanctions.
Years of sanctions have restricted their
movement of money in the global bank-
ing system. The dominance of the dollar
has made such limits easier to enforce.

There are no forevers in the global
economy, making this era no more per-
manent than any other. Some see in the
Trump administration’s use of the dollar
the makings for a backlash.

France, Germany and Britain have
formed a trading company aimed at al-
lowing European and Iranian firms to
exchange food and medicine, relying on
a barter system to get around sanctions.

In a speech last week, Benoît Cœuré, a
member of the governing board of the
European Central Bank, accused the
United States of wielding the dollar to
force its policies on others.

China, too, has its own notions about
the rightful course of history.

The network of rail, highway and
maritime projects it is financing from
Asia to Europe is in part about enabling
the transport of Chinese goods free of
dependence on shipping lanes policed
by the United States. Its championing of
the Asian Infrastructure Investment
Bank is about creating an alternative
source of capital.

But while that may be the future, the
dollar for now remains what it has long
been — the closest approximation to a
sure thing in a volatile global economy.

Strong dollar fortifies
Trump’s global power
DOLLAR, FROM PAGE 1

TONY CENICOLA/THE NEW YORK TIMES

walk me through her plan, step by step.
Together, we would build a healthy rela-
tionship with my phone, and try to un-
break my brain.

‘‘A BIT HORRIFYING’’
I confess that entering phone rehab
feels clichéd, like getting really into
healing crystals or Peloton. Digital well-
ness is a budding industry these days,
with loads of self-help gurus offering
miracle cures for screen addiction.
Some of those solutions involve new de-
vices — such as the “Light Phone,” a de-
vice with an extremely limited feature
set that is meant to wean users off time-
sucking apps. Others focus on cutting
out screens entirely for weeks on end.
You can now buy $299 “digital detox”
packages at luxury hotels or join the
“digital sabbath” movement, whose ad-
herents vow to spend one day a week us-
ing no technology at all.

Thankfully, Catherine’s plan is more
practical. I’m a tech columnist, and
while I don’t begrudge anyone for trying
more extreme forms of disconnection,
my job prevents me from going cold tur-
key. Instead, her program focuses on ad-
dressing the root causes of phone addic-
tion, including the emotional triggers
that cause you to reach for your phone in
the first place.

The point isn’t to get you off the inter-
net, or even off social media — you’re
still allowed to use Facebook, Twitter
and other social platforms on a desktop
or laptop, and there’s no hard-and-fast
time limit. It’s simply about unhooking
your brain from the harmful routines it
has adopted around this particular de-
vice, and hooking it to better things.

When we started, I sent her my
screen time statistics, which showed
that I had spent 5 hours 37 minutes on
my phone that day, and picked it up 101
times — roughly twice as many as the
average American.

“That is frankly insane and makes me
want to die,” I wrote to her.

“I will admit that those numbers are a
bit horrifying,” she replied.

Catherine encouraged me to set up
mental speed bumps so that I would be
forced to think for a second before en-
gaging with my phone. I put a rubber
band around the device, for example,
and changed my lock screen to one that
showed three questions to ask myself
every time I unlocked my phone: “What
for? Why now? What else?”

For the rest of the week, I became
acutely aware of the bizarre phone hab-
its I’d developed. I noticed that I reach
for my phone every time I brush my
teeth or step outside the front door of my
apartment building, and that, for some
pathological reason, I always check my
email during the three-second window
between when I insert my credit card
into a chip reader at a store and when
the card is accepted. Mostly, I became
aware of how profoundly uncomfortable
I am with stillness. For years, I’ve used
my phone every time I’ve had a spare
moment in an elevator or a boring meet-
ing. I listen to podcasts and write emails
on the subway. I watch YouTube videos
while folding laundry. I even use an app
to pretend to meditate.

If I was going to repair my brain, I
needed to practice doing nothing. So
during my morning walk to the office, I
looked up at the buildings around me,
spotting architectural details I’d never
noticed before. On the subway, I kept my
phone in my pocket and people-watched
— noticing the nattily dressed man in
the yellow hat, the teenagers eating hot
Takis and laughing, the kid with Velcro
shoes. When a friend ran late for our
lunch, I sat still and stared out the win-
dow instead of checking Twitter.

It’s an unnerving sensation, being
alone with your thoughts in the year
2019. Catherine had warned me that I
might feel existential malaise when I
wasn’t distracting myself with my
phone. She also said paying more atten-
tion to my surroundings would make me
realize how many other people used
their phones to cope with boredom and
anxiety.

“I compare it to seeing a family mem-
ber naked,” she said. “Once you look
around the elevator and see the zombies
checking their phones, you can’t unsee
it.”

WITHDRAWAL SETS IN
Next, I gave my phone the Marie Kondo
treatment — looking at all my apps and
keeping the ones that sparked joy and
contributed to healthy habits and toss-
ing those that didn’t.

For me, that meant deleting Twitter,
Facebook and all other social media
apps, along with news apps and games. I
kept messaging services like WhatsApp
and Signal, and non-distracting utilities
like cooking and navigation apps. I
pruned my home screen to just the es-
sentials: calendar, email and password
manager. And I disabled push notifica-
tions for everything other than phone
calls and messages from a preset list of
people that included my editor, my wife
and a handful of close friends.

Where you keep your phone is also
important. Studies have shown that peo-
ple who don’t charge their phones in
their bedrooms are significantly happi-
er than those who do. Catherine charges
her phone in a closet; for me, she recom-
mended a locking mini-safe. I bought
one and started storing my phone in-
side, which simultaneously reduced my
nighttime use and made me feel as if I
were guarding the queen’s jewels.

And I pursued activities that could re-
place my phone habit. On the recom-
mendation of my colleague Farhad
Manjoo, I signed up for pottery classes.
As it turned out, pottery makes a perfect
phone substitute. It’s manually chal-
lenging and demands concentration for
hours on end. It gets your hands dirty,
too, which is a good deterrent to fiddling
with expensive electronics.

After a pottery class, I updated my
wife on my progress. I told her that
while it felt great to disconnect, I still
worried that I was missing something
important. I liked having a constant
stream of news at my fingertips, and I
wanted to do more of the things I actu-
ally like about social media, like keeping
tabs on my friends’ babies and main-
taining ambient Kardashian awareness.

“I’m sad that you’re having trouble
with this,” she said, “because it’s been

great for me.” She explained that since
my phone detox started, I’d been more
present and attentive at home. I spent
more time listening to her, and less time
distractedly nodding and mumbling
while checking my inbox or tapping out
tweets.

Psychologists have a name for this:
“phubbing,” or snubbing a person in fa-
vor of your phone. Studies have shown
that excessive phubbing decreases rela-
tionship satisfaction and contributes to
feelings of depression and alienation.

For years, I’ve justified my phubbing
by treating it as a professional necessity.
Isn’t it my job to know when news hap-
pens? Won’t I be neglecting my duties if
it takes me an extra hour to learn that
Jeff Bezos is getting divorced, or an-
other YouTuber did something racist?

I put this question to Catherine, who
reassured me that I wasn’t jeopardizing
my career by being slightly later to the
news. She reminded me that I’d been
happier since I dialed down my screen
time, and she gently encouraged me to
focus on the other side of the cost-bene-
fit analysis.

“Think of the bigger picture of what
you’re getting by not being on Twitter all
the time.”

A TWO-DAY CLEANSING
The biggest test came with a “trial sepa-
ration” — a 48-hour period during which
I wasn’t allowed to use my phone or any
other digital device. (Catherine’s pro-
gram calls for a 24-hour separation, but I
decided to try a more hard-core ver-
sion.)

I had dreaded this idea at the outset,
but when the weekend actually arrived,
I got giddy with excitement. I rented an
off-the-grid Airbnb in the Catskills,
warned my editor that I would be offline
for the weekend and took off.

A phone-free weekend involved some
complications. Without Google Maps, I
got lost and had to pull over for direc-
tions. Without Yelp, I had trouble finding
open restaurants.

But mostly, it was great. For two solid
days, I basked in 19th-century leisure,
feeling my nerves softening and my at-
tention span stretching back out. I read
books. I did the crossword puzzle. I lit a
fire and looked at the stars. I felt like
Thoreau, if Thoreau periodically won-
dered what was happening on Alexan-
dria Ocasio-Cortez’s Instagram story.

I also felt twinges of anger — at my-
self, for missing out on this feeling of re-
storative boredom for so many years; at
the engineers in Silicon Valley who
spend their days profitably exploiting
our cognitive weaknesses; at the entire
phone-industrial complex that has con-
vinced us that a six-inch glass-and-steel

rectangle is the ideal conduit for worldly
experiences.

Sadly, there is no way to talk about the
benefits of digital disconnection without
sounding like a Goop subscriber or a
neo-Luddite. Performative wellness is
obnoxious, as is reflexive technophobia.

But I cannot stress enough that under
the right conditions, spending an entire
weekend without a phone in your imme-
diate vicinity is incredible. You have to
try it.

REWIRED AND RENEWED
Allow me a bit of bragging: Over the
course of 30 days, my average daily
phone time, as measured by the
iPhone’s built-in screen time tracker,
has dwindled from around five hours to
just over an hour. I now pick up my
phone only about 20 times a day, down
from more than 100. I still use my phone
for email and texting — and I’m still us-
ing my laptop plenty — but I don’t itch
for social media, and I often go hours
without so much as a peek at any screen.

In one of our conversations, I asked
Catherine if she worried that I would re-
lapse. She said it was possible, given the
addictive properties of phones and the
likelihood that they’ll only keep getting
more essential. But she said that as long
as I remained aware of my relationship
with my phone, and continued to notice
when and how I used it, I’d have gotten
something valuable.

“Your life is what you pay attention
to,” she said. “If you want to spend it on
video games or Twitter, that’s your busi-
ness. But it should be a conscious
choice.”

One of the most unexpected benefits
of this program is that by getting some
emotional distance from my phone, I’ve
started to appreciate it again. I keep
thinking: Right here, in my pocket, is a
device that can summon food, cars and
millions of other consumer goods to my
door. I can talk with everyone I’ve ever
met, create and store a photographic
record of my entire life, and tap into the
entire corpus of human knowledge with
a few swipes.

Steve Jobs wasn’t exaggerating when
he described the iPhone as a kind of
magical object, and it’s truly wild that in
the span of a few years, we’ve managed
to turn these amazing talismanic tools
into stress-inducing albatrosses. It’s as
if scientists had invented a pill that gave
us the ability to fly, only to find out that it
also gave us dementia.

But there is a way out. I haven’t taken
an M.R.I. or undergone a psychiatric
evaluation, but I would bet that some-
thing fundamental has shifted inside my
brain in the past month. A few weeks
ago, the world on my phone seemed
more compelling than the offline world
— more colorful, faster-moving and with
a bigger scope of rewards.

I still love that world, and probably al-
ways will. But now, the physical world
excites me, too — the one that has room
for boredom, idle hands and space for
thinking. I no longer feel phantom
buzzes in my pocket or have dreams
about checking my Twitter replies. I
look people in the eye and listen when
they talk. I ride the elevator empty-
handed. And when I get sucked into my
phone, I notice and self-correct.

It’s not a full recovery, and I’ll have to
stay vigilant. But for the first time in a
long time, I’m starting to feel like a hu-
man again.

Kevin Roose replaced his phone habit with a pottery class, which proved to be a fitting substitute. It’s manually challenging and demands concentration for hours on end.
PHOTOGRAPHS BY DEMETRIUS FREEMAN FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Ditching bad phone habits
CELLPHONE, FROM PAGE 1

Mr. Roose during a video call with Catherine Price, who wrote “How to Break Up With
Your Phone” and coached him for 30 days after he begged her for help.

Spending 5 hours 37 minutes on
a smartphone in a single day,
while picking it up 101 times, 
was “frankly insane.”
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A month after Jack Bogle’s death,
evidence of the good things he wrought
continues to arrive, sometimes from
unexpected places.

Bogle created Vanguard as a penny-
pinching institution owned by its
funds’ shareholders. He popularized
low-cost index funds and, in the
process, radically reduced the ex-
penses incurred by millions of rank-
and-file investors.

Now, it turns out, cost savings from
various types of index funds, run by
Vanguard, BlackRock, Fidelity,
Schwab, State Street and others, are
having a measurable impact on infla-
tion, much as prices for groceries and
gasoline do.

In January alone, the Bureau of
Labor Statistics found, overall portfolio

management costs in
the United States
“plunged 5.2 per-
cent,” Michael Feroli,
the chief United
States economist at
J. P. Morgan, said in
a note on Feb. 14.

Until then, I hadn’t
realized that the
government tracked
management ex-
penses paid by in-

vestors. But Mr. Feroli set me straight.
He said the effect of falling fees was
great enough to make a difference in
inflation numbers broadly.

In an email, he said most of the
decline in portfolio costs, which the
Bureau of Labor Statistics incorpo-
rates in the Producer Price Index,
could be attributed to cuts in fund fees.
That includes traditional mutual funds
and exchange-traded funds, a type of
index fund.

Index funds generally take a humble
approach, mirroring the performance
of the markets and not trying to beat
them, as actively managed funds do.
The simplicity of index funds typically
leads to cost savings, which have
helped to make them popular.

The decline in fund costs in January,
Mr. Feroli said, will probably subtract
“several basis points” — a basis point
is 0.01 percent — from inflation, as
measured by the core Personal Con-
sumption Expenditures index. That is
the Federal Reserve’s preferred metric
for setting interest rates.

That may not seem like much of a
drop. But for core inflation, which
affects just about everyone, it is. “Ev-
ery basis point matters,” Mr. Feroli
said.

The cost of investing, the govern-
ment said, dropped along with the
price of everyday items like fresh fruit
and gasoline, outweighing the impact
of price increases in categories like
machinery and equipment parts.

The plunge in investing costs contin-
ues a long-running trend that Bogle
helped to put in motion. From the
beginning, Vanguard took pride in its
rock-bottom fees the way other compa-
nies bragged about their handsome
profits.

By now, so many investors have
flocked to Vanguard’s low-cost funds
that many other companies offer them
as well. A virtuous cycle has taken
hold, much as Bogle hoped.

The average fee paid by stock index
fund investors plummeted nearly 40
percent in the decade that ran through
December, Morningstar data shows.
Fees for actively managed stock funds
dropped about half that amount, and in
December, they were still more than

five times as high as those associated
with index funds.

The shift to index funds has translat-
ed into big savings for individual in-
vestors. Imagine, for a moment, that
you had $100,000 to invest in a retire-
ment account. If you held the money in
an actively managed stock fund that
charged the average fee for 2008, you
would have paid $927.06 a year in fees.
At the average fee for an index funds
in December 2018, on the other hand,
your annual fee would have been only
$141.83 a year, a savings of $785.23.

Over the course of a decade, a huge
number of people took advantage of
those savings by moving from actively
managed to index funds. In December
2008, new Morningstar data shows,
only 19.8 percent of mutual fund assets
in the United States were in index
funds.

Ten years later, the proportion had
almost doubled, to 38.7 percent.

And two companies that emphasize
index funds — Vanguard and Black-
Rock (including its iShares E.T.F.s,
which BlackRock acquired in 2009) —
grew to dominate the industry.

By December 2018, Vanguard ac-
counted for 24.8 percent of all stock
and bond mutual fund assets in the
United States, according to Morn-
ingstar. And Vanguard and BlackRock
together controlled more than 34 per-
cent of those assets. The two compa-
nies continue to attract enormous
sums of money around the world: $176
billion flowed into Vanguard last year;
$167 billion went to BlackRock. Fidelity
was a “distant third’ with $24 billion,
Morningstar said.

“In effect, we are living in a Van-
guard-BlackRock duopoly,” said Kevin
McDevitt, a senior analyst with Morn-
ingstar. The two are so big that every-
one else must respond to them, he said,
often by slashing costs.

Last summer, Fidelity announced
that it was cutting fees to zero for some
of its mutual funds. Charles Schwab
quickly followed suit. Now, Fidelity and
Schwab are offering broad arrays of
exchange-traded funds that may be
bought and sold without commissions,
competing with Vanguard, which al-
ready does so.

That’s why the index fund revolution
hasn’t been a blessing for all profit-
making asset management companies.
Revenue that would have swelled
corporate coffers has instead remained
in the pockets of people who shifted
their savings into low-cost funds.

Companies that focus on actively
managed funds with higher fees have
had a hard time over the same period.
For example, investors pulled $44
billion out of Franklin Templeton in
2018, Morningstar estimated. Partly
because of that, the company’s parent,
Franklin Resources, reported a sharp
decline in earnings per share, to $1.39
in 2018 from $3.01 in 2017, according to
public filings.

From other perspectives, the effects
of low-cost index funds may not turn
out to be entirely positive. The implica-
tions of concentrating market power in
the hands of a few giant investment
companies have yet to be fully under-
stood.

But the benefits are clear.
For consumers, paying less for a bag

of apples or a gallon of gas is a good
thing. So is paying less for the privi-
lege of owning a piece of the stock or
bond market. As costs drop, Bogle’s
legacy lives on.

A legacy
that cuts
inflation
Strategies

J E F F S O M M E R

The mutual
fund
revolution
unleashed 
by Jack Bogle
is affecting
the broader
economy.

Jack Bogle, who died last month, founded
a company that reduced expenses in-
curred by investors.

RYAN COLLERD FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Since the worst of the sell-off, on Dec.
24, the S&P 500 is up roughly 19 percent.
But figures show that many investors
remain nervous: In every week this
year, money has flowed out of American
stock market mutual funds and ex-
change-traded funds — as much as $15
billion in the last week of January, ac-
cording to EPFR Global, which tracks
flows into and out of funds. These invest-
ors, overwhelmingly individuals, have
moved money into bonds and cash.

Henry Crutcher has missed a bit of
the rebound. Mr. Crutcher, a 44-year-old
software company owner in Atlanta,
saw December’s crack in the stock mar-
ket as a buying opportunity and moved
roughly 10 percent of his portfolio from
cash into a Russell 2000 exchange-
traded fund. After enjoying a couple
weeks of rising stock prices, he sold it,
missing much of the roughly 10 percent
of additional gains that have come since
mid-January.

“Right now I’m partially invested,”
Mr. Crutcher said. “I’m not totally sit-
ting on the sidelines. But I’m more on
the sidelines than I think I should be.”

Survey figures suggest portfolio man-
agers at many mutual funds and hedge
funds have also been skittish about
chasing the market higher.

A survey of global fund managers by
Bank of America Merrill Lynch reported
this month that those holding more
money in cash than usual outnumbered
their stock-friendly counterparts by 44
percentage points — the biggest margin
since January 2009. Such statistics sug-
gest that many investors failed to capi-
talize on the sharp snapback in stocks
early this year.

“The speed of the rally is uncomfort-
able,” said Michael Hartnett, chief in-
vestment strategist at Bank of America
Merrill Lynch. “To turn from a seller to a
buyer in a week is, again, psychologi-
cally very tough for people.”

Corporations, however, don’t seem to
be experiencing such angst.

In the fourth quarter last year, Ameri-
can companies bought an estimated
$240 billion worth of their own shares,
according to an analysis by the Gold-
man Sachs team that handles stock buy-
backs for major companies. That’s
nearly 60 percent higher than during
the same period in 2017.

More buybacks are coming. The Un-
ion Pacific railroad has bought nearly
$32 billion worth of its own shares since
2007, and this month it authorized buy-
ing over $20 billion more. The tech
equipment giant Cisco has spent
roughly $20 billion on buybacks in the
past year and has authorizations to
spend another $24 billion. And Bank of
America, which planned to buy $20 bil-
lion worth of its own shares by the end of
June, just added $2.5 billion to that figur-
er, the bank said this month.

Besides returning cash to sharehold-
ers, buybacks offer companies two cru-
cial benefits. They increase demand for
a stock, helping to prop up share prices.
They also improve a key gauge of profit-
ability closely tracked by investors and
analysts: When a company buys back
shares, the same profits are spread over
the smaller number of shares still out-
standing, improving their earnings-per-
share number.

So far this year, companies have an-
nounced plans to repurchase a total of
more than $190 billion worth of their
own shares. That is only slightly behind
last year’s pace of buyback announce-
ments. And last year was a record for
buybacks, as companies, in part thanks
to the Trump administration’s tax cut,
gobbled $910 billion of their shares, ac-
cording to an analysis by Goldman
Sachs.

Before the early 1980s, buying shares
with corporate money was considered a

legal gray area because it might open a
company up to charges of manipulating
its share price. In 1982, the Securities
and Exchange Commission adopted a
rule that allowed share repurchases,
provided they followed certain rules.

Since then, stock buybacks have
largely replaced dividends as compa-
nies’ preferred way to return to share-
holders the cash they can’t spend pro-
ductively.

While share buybacks tend to in-
crease companies’ share prices, critics
say they stymie corporate investment,
hiring and wages. They argue that when
a company spends its cash on buybacks,
less money is left for long-term capital
spending and wages. Supporters of buy-
backs argue, however, that companies
won’t make new investments or in-
crease hiring if they don’t see a prof-
itable reason to do so. They contend that
banning buybacks would simply result
in higher dividend payments and corpo-
rate cash holdings or a surge in mergers
and acquisitions.

Senators Chuck Schumer, a Democrat

from New York, and Bernie Sanders, an
independent from Vermont, said this
month that they planned to introduce
legislation that would limit buybacks for
companies that did not pay their work-
ers at least $15 an hour, among other cri-
teria. Also this month, Senator Marco
Rubio, Republican of Florida, said he
planned to introduce a bill that would
change the preferential tax treatment of
buybacks, though the details of such an
approach remain unclear.

But even if such proposals were en-
acted — and few Republicans have
voiced support for Mr. Rubio’s idea — it’s
not clear that they would derail the
stock market’s ever-higher march.

A number of other factors — most no-
tably the Federal Reserve’s abrupt turn
away from its clockwork pattern of in-
terest-rate increases — have combined
to restore confidence since the sell-off
that left the S&P 500 down nearly 20 per-
cent for the year on Christmas Eve.

The arrival of a solid, if unspectacular,
batch of fourth-quarter earnings reports
also quelled some investors’ fears about

the outlook for the global economy and
corporate profits.

But the persistent flow of corporate
money into the stock market has been a
pivotal element in its recent rise.

“Buybacks are likely the No. 1 cause,”
said Brian Reynolds, an analyst at
Canaccord Genuity, a Canadian asset
management and brokerage firm.

Buybacks’ importance to the rally
means any legislative push that results
in less activity could act as a headwind
to stocks, said Michael Purves, chief
global strategist at the brokerage firm
Weeden & Company.

But if such changes don’t gain a foot-
hold, corporate buying will most likely
remain a cornerstone of the stock mar-
ket in the coming years.

This year alone, Goldman Sachs ana-
lysts estimated, corporations will be by
far the largest buyer of shares, with net
purchases of $700 billion. Traditional in-
vestors like mutual funds, pensions, en-
dowments and individuals are expected
to be net sellers, parting with roughly
$400 billion in shares.

Stocks rise, though investors exit
BUYBACKS, FROM PAGE 1
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common practice in the United States.

WHY IS THE GOVERNMENT GETTING
INVOLVED?
By orchestrating a merger, Mr. Steffen
said, Olaf Scholz, the German finance
minister, may hope to raise the fortunes
of his Social Democratic party, whose
poll numbers have gone in the same di-
rection as Deutsche Bank shares. Mr.
Scholz has been a frequent visitor to
Frankfurt recently, fueling media specu-
lation that he is trying to act as marriage
broker.

Government meddling in the econ-
omy went out of fashion in the 1990s. But
it’s making a comeback as political par-
ties try to regain electoral clout and beat
back populist challengers by posi-
tioning themselves as defenders of jobs
and creators of national champions.
Even Angela Merkel’s conservative
Christian Democrats are talking about
“industrial policy,” a term that implies
government involvement in company
decisions.

HOW HARD WOULD IT BE TO
COMBINE THE TWO BANKS?
The history of German bank mergers is
not encouraging. Commerzbank took
years to absorb Dresdner Bank.
Deutsche Bank continues to wrestle
with its acquisition in 2010 of a majority
in Postbank, which has a large branch
network in Germany.

“We see from Deutsche Bank and
Postbank how long it takes to integrate
information technology,” said Jörg Ro-
choll, president of ESMT Berlin, a busi-

ness school. “This is a major burden.”
Both banks have large, overlapping

branch networks, which would have to
be trimmed. That would not be easy. Job
cuts are costly in Germany because of
labor laws, and the union that repre-
sents bank workers has already sig-
naled its opposition to a merger.

There are a few areas where the
banks complement each other. Com-
merzbank is strong in lending to midsize
German exporters. Deutsche Bank is
more international and could help those
companies handle foreign transactions.

But the large amount of duplication
would inevitably lead to turf battles. “I

don’t see an economic rationale for such
a merger,” Mr. Rocholl said.

WHY NOT A MERGER WITH A
FOREIGN BANK?
It might make sense for Deutsche Bank
to team up with a strong foreign bank,
but there don’t seem to be any takers.

Deutsche Bank is valued by the stock
market at about €16 billion, half what it
was worth at the end of 2017. That’s very
cheap for a big bank. JPMorgan Chase
generates more revenue than that in a
single quarter. The lack of takeover bids
suggests that potential buyers think fix-
ing Deutsche Bank would be more trou-

ble than it would be worth, Mr. Rocholl
said.

CAN THE BANKS MAKE IT ON THEIR
OWN?
There have been signs of progress. Com-
merzbank’s fourth-quarter profit was a
50 percent improvement over the same
period a year earlier. The bank has
largely disposed of its shipping portfolio
and the bad assets it acquired from
Dresdner Bank.

Though Deutsche Bank reported a
loss for the fourth quarter, it reported a
net profit for the full year, its first since
2014. Under Christian Sewing, who be-
came chief executive in April 2018,
Deutsche Bank exceeded targets for
cutting its costs, which are too high for
the bank’s revenue.

“They have shown the cost discipline
they promised,” Mr. Rocholl said. “It
would be too early to give up hope.”

But it would probably take years for
Deutsche Bank to regain its former stat-
ure.

WHAT WOULD A NEW BANK BE
CALLED?
No word on that. Deutsche Bank might
signal a new, scandal-free beginning by
agreeing to a name change, something
like “DeutscheCommerz.”

But the Deutsche Bank brand, though
tarnished, still connotes more than a
century of tradition and has cachet.
Commerzbank is just as old and just as
proud; both banks were founded in 1870.
Figuring out what to name the new
beast, if it comes into existence, could be
one of the toughest points of negotiation.

A German bank merger?
GERMANY, FROM PAGE 6

The towers of Deutsche Bank in Frankfurt. There has been persistent speculation that
the government will push Deutsche Bank into a merger with Commerzbank.

MICHAEL PROBST/ASSOCIATED PRESS
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It broadcasts forced confessions to
American audiences. It avoids subjects
that displease Beijing. It cuts away
when wind musses the hair of Xi Jin-
ping, the Chinese president.

China Global Television Network
America, which reaches 30 million
households in the United States, is an
arm of China’s propaganda machine. It
is controlled by the Communist Party
and serves as part of what Mr. Xi has
called Beijing’s “publicity front.”

But when the American authorities
asked about those ties, CGTN America
argued that the Chinese government
doesn’t tell it what to broadcast.

That contention, made last month in a
filing with the United States Depart-
ment of Justice, may not get a warm re-
ception in Washington. In the wake of
Russian influence in the 2016 election,
American officials are trying to get a
clearer picture of efforts by China and
other countries to build influence in the
United States. The claim by CGTN
America, an overtly state-owned organi-
zation, represents a direct challenge to
that effort.

“They have put the Department of
Justice into a position of looking utterly
ridiculous and toothless if it simply
walks away from this type of false
claim,” said Jonathan Turley, a law pro-
fessor at George Washington Univer-
sity.

“This is right up there with Pravda
claiming to be a health magazine,” he
added, referring to the onetime official
newspaper of the Communist Party of
the Soviet Union. “On its face, it doesn’t
hold.”

CGTN America, based in Washington,
is part of the international arm of China
Central Television, Beijing’s main do-
mestic propaganda organ. It runs a typi-
cal newsroom, except when it comes to
stories about China, said four current
and former employees, who asked for
anonymity to protect their careers.
Some stories, like the 2012 escape from
China of the activist lawyer Chen
Guangcheng or 2014 protests in Hong
Kong calling for freer elections, were
covered only briefly, days after the news
broke, three of them said.

Employees were rebuked when a re-
port mentioned Falun Gong, the reli-
gious group that Beijing considers a
cult, they said. Images of the flag of Tai-
wan, the self-governing island that
China claims, are banned from broad-
casts.

CGTN made the filing under the For-
eign Agents Registration Act, or FARA,
at the urging of the Justice Department.
FARA requires those doing publicity
work for foreign-controlled groups to
submit government disclosures.

American officials have stepped up
their requests that foreign-controlled
groups make FARA filings in response
to Russian interference in the 2016 elec-
tion. Two years ago RT America, a Rus-
sian-backed broadcaster, made a similar

filing at the urging of the Justice Depart-
ment.

Chinese companies and organizations
in general have come under greater
scrutiny as the trade war has intensi-
fied, including the deals they strike to
buy up American firms and technology.
Some American officials contend the
companies can pose a security risk.

As part of its demands that CGTN
America make a filing under FARA, the
Justice Department in a December let-
ter to the broadcaster said it put Mr. Xi in
a positive light and had attempted to in-
fluence the American public during the
recent trade dispute.

“Reporting China’s policy positions
and presenting them in a positive light
are primary reasons for CGTN’s exist-
ence,” the letter said.

CGTN America did not respond to
emailed requests for comment. Ameri-
can officials sometimes challenge fil-
ings, requiring registrants to disclose
more data about their relationships with
foreign governments.

Unlike the Russian influence cam-
paign, which was designed to split
Americans, the Chinese propaganda ef-
fort tends toward the sunny side. Recent

broadcasts on CGTN America extolled
traditional Chinese medicine and Chi-
na’s economic rise, while its website of-
fers a link to its panda coverage.

China’s influence push may be ham-
handed compared with Russia’s, but it is
well funded.

Official Chinese media spend heavily
to advertise on social media platforms
like Facebook and Twitter that are
banned within China. China Daily, an
English-language, state-controlled
newspaper, buys advertising inserts in
American newspapers, including The
New York Times.

Based in a glassy office building four
blocks from the White House, CGTN
America employs about 180 journalists
— many of them Americans — devoted
to covering the United States. It broad-
casts seven hours of programming a day

through cable and satellite providers
like AT&T and Comcast. Its employees
cover a wide variety of topics, from
news to features to business, and occa-
sionally win awards for their coverage.

Ma Jing, CGTN America’s director
general, said the broadcaster “enjoys
editorial independence from any state
direction or control.”

“CGTN America is not engaged in ‘po-
litical activities,’ as that term is defined
for purposes of FARA, and has elected to
file this registration statement out of an
abundance of caution and in the spirit of
cooperation with U.S. authorities,” Ms.
Ma wrote in the filing with the Justice
Department’s National Security Divi-
sion.

Current and former CGTN employees
say CCTV editors in Beijing often dic-
tated plans for covering China. Ameri-
can employees sometimes pushed back,
they said, and Ms. Ma allowed some
flexibility when Beijing’s orders didn’t
specifically forbid or dictate content.
But three people interviewed said they
had little choice but to air propaganda
clips when Beijing said so.

For instance, in November CGTN
America was told to broadcast a piece

that played down China’s imprisonment
of hundreds of thousands of members of
the Uighur ethnic minority group. The
Times and other international media
have reported that the mostly Muslim
Uighurs are held against their will, often
in dismal conditions, and subject to an
indoctrination program designed to dis-
courage Islam.

The piece that aired portrayed the
camps as successful vocational training
and antiterrorism centers and Uighurs
as grateful. CGTN America employees
packaged the clips with context citing
international criticism, but the video
nonetheless ran, at times without their
framing.

Other times there was less recourse.
CGTN has broadcast the televised con-
fessions of people accused of a wide va-
riety of crimes in China, with those con-
fessions sometimes touted internally as
“exclusives” by editors, one former em-
ployee said. Human rights groups say
China forces people to make false, tele-
vised confessions to serve its own prop-
aganda needs.

CGTN broadcast the confession of Pe-
ter Humphrey, a British private investi-
gator who was imprisoned in China in

2013 and accused of illegally obtaining
and selling Chinese citizens’ data.

Mr. Humphrey, who has since been re-
leased, said he had been drugged, chai-
ned to a chair, locked in a cage and then
made to read out a statement written by
the police in front of the cameras. The
anchor who presented the footage,
James Chau, is now a good-will ambas-
sador with the World Health Organiza-
tion. He declined to comment.

The news organization “collaborates
with the security and police organs to
extract forced confessions from pris-
oners under extreme conditions of du-
ress,” Mr. Humphrey said, adding that
the confession was packaged to “distort
reality, intrude on privacy and fairness,
and humiliate me.”

Chinese leaders get different treat-
ment, said three current or former em-

ployees. During a 2014 visit by Mr. Xi to
Greece, a clip that showed him getting
off the plane with unruly hair was eradi-
cated from broadcasts, one current em-
ployee said.

One CGTN America show, “The
Heat,” is occasionally edited if it is too
critical of China, two of the people said.

“CGTN wouldn’t exist or have any sig-
nificant funding if it weren’t for the Chi-
nese government,” said Sarah Cook, a
senior analyst for East Asia at Freedom
House, a pro-democracy research group
in the United States. “And of course that
comes with editorial strings attached.”

The Chinese government’s power
over CGTN was underscored by a 2016
event at state media facilities in Beijing
in which Mr. Xi said official media and
publicity broadly were “crucial for the
party’s path.”

A group of CGTN employees in Wash-
ington attended via video conference.
They had been kept after midnight sev-
eral days in advance to prepare, without
being told why, according to two of the
people. When Mr. Xi greeted them, the
group waved and, in a rehearsed mo-
ment, called out in unison, “Good morn-
ing, President Xi.” The moment became
a source of tension internally, these peo-
ple said.

“Media analysts say this is very much
about cultivating a more robust image
for the Chinese leader,” the CGTN Amer-
ica anchor Roee Ruttenberg said in the
channel’s coverage of Mr. Xi’s appear-
ance, “through all of the different outlets
that in theory fall under his control.”

China’s U.S. station insists it’s independent
Communist Party runs 
CGTN, and topics Beijing
dislikes are off limits

BY PAUL MOZUR

President Xi Jinping of China with staff members of China Central Television in Beijing in 2016. An international arm of CCTV, CGTN America, operates in Washington.
MA ZHANCHENG/XINHUA, VIA ASSOCIATED PRESS

Peter Humphrey, a British private investi-
gator once held by China, read a confes-
sion on air that he said had been forced.

FRANK AUGSTEIN/ASSOCIATED PRESS

“They have put the Department
of Justice into a position of
looking utterly ridiculous and
toothless if it simply walks away
from this type of false claim.”

Both these things are true: Most Ameri-
cans received a tax cut in 2018. But
many will see smaller tax refunds than
they are used to when they file their 2018
returns.

Unpacking this seeming contradic-
tion reveals a lot about the psychology
and politics of taxes — and has big impli-
cations for anyone who wants to reform
the way the government raises revenue.

We aren’t always rational in how we
think about money.

The tax law that President Trump
signed at the end of 2017 reduced the av-
erage American household’s 2018 aver-
age federal income tax obligation by
about $1,600, according to an analysis
by the Tax Policy Center.

To reflect those lower taxes, the Inter-
nal Revenue Service published new ta-
bles to determine how much employers
should withhold from each of their work-
ers’ paychecks and send to the govern-
ment. This meant most people saw
larger paychecks immediately.

But that also meant that over the
course of the year, workers prepaid less
tax. In a perfect world, the lower with-
holding and lower tax bill would be
about equal to each other, and people fil-
ing their taxes would be no better or
worse off than before in terms of their
refunds.

In reality, though, not everybody’s tax
situation is the same. The details mean
that some people received much more
benefit from the changes than others.

The average tax refund filed through
mid-February was down 17 percent, or
more than $500, from the equivalent pe-
riod last year, according to I.R.S. data.
(Early filers aren’t necessarily typical,

so the numbers will most likely change
as more Americans file.)

Still, some people have seen even
larger reductions in their refund or
found that they now owe the I.R.S.
money. And plenty of those people are
irate about this, as evidenced on Twitter
and in news coverage.

But Economics 101 would suggest that
this trade — getting the money early
and receiving a smaller refund or owing
money to the I.R.S. at tax time — is the
better deal.

Which would you rather have: an ex-
tra $50 in each biweekly paycheck, or a
$1,300 refund payment in a single lump
sum in April of the following year? The
simple idea of the time value of money —
that a dollar today is more valuable than
a dollar tomorrow — suggests you
should want the higher weekly pay-
check.

When you withhold more in taxes
than you ultimately owe, you are giving
the United States government an inter-
est-free loan. You’re better off calibrat-
ing your withholding so that you have no

refund, or owe a little when you com-
plete your tax form (although you want
to keep that obligation low enough to
avoid I.R.S. penalties).

But as the discontent over smaller re-
funds shows, actual humans — as op-
posed to the rational automatons of eco-
nomics textbooks — don’t view it that
way.

“The question that befuddles tradi-
tional economists is why people want
these refunds,” said Richard Thaler, a
Nobel-winning economist at the Univer-
sity of Chicago’s Booth School of Busi-
ness. “Why do they want to make inter-
est-free loans to the government? If
they just went out and met a
noneconomist, they would find that peo-
ple like” refunds.

Essentially, the Trump administra-
tion chose to set withholding tables that
created a short-term political talking
point (your paycheck went up!) but that
are likely to make people less happy
over the medium term (your refund
shrank!).

The term “behavioral economics,” for

the study of psychological dimensions of
how people make economic decisions,
had not yet come into use when the
United States introduced tax withhold-
ing during World War II. But the cre-
ators of that system showed keen intu-
ition about behavioral economics
lessons that would become more formal-
ized decades later.

At the time, the government needed
to raise a lot of money fast for the war
effort. If it had simply increased tax
rates and expected everyone to write
the government a large check at the
start of the ensuing year, there would
have been popular outrage.

But compelling employers to deduct
taxes from each paycheck as prepay-
ment, could turn the pain of filing taxes
on its head. When most people receive
refunds when they file their taxes, it be-
comes an occasion on which they re-
ceive a large lump sum, a form of forced,
zero-interest savings.

In the language of behavioral eco-
nomics, this reflects the “prospect the-
ory value function,” in which receiving a
large check from the government at tax
time is very pleasurable, and writing a
large check to the government very
painful. But a modest reduction to each
paycheck is hardly painful at all.

As governor of California in the late
1960s, Ronald Reagan understood this,
and resisted introducing a system of
withholding state income taxes. “Taxes
should hurt,” he said, in opposing pro-
posals that he believed would make the
paying of taxes less noticeable — and
therefore less painful.

His view was that anti-tax sentiment
would be stronger if paying taxes meant
actively writing a check to the govern-
ment every year. (Eventually, in a 1971
budget crisis, he relented.)

So the anger of people faced with
smaller refunds or new tax liabilities
may prove damaging to President
Trump and Republicans in Congress
who face voters next year. But if Rea-
gan’s intuition was correct, over time it
may make those voters more hostile to
taxes — a win in the long run for anti-tax
conservatives.

It’s not the tax total. It’s the refund.

The United States Internal Revenue Service has revised tables governing the amounts
from workers’ paychecks that are sent directly to the government.

JONATHAN ERNST/REUTERS

Most Americans gained
from 2017 bill. But they 
miss those lump sums

BY NEIL IRWIN
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locked in a price war for years. Most
people in the United States already pay
for mobile service, and the wireless car-
riers have had to lower prices to steal
customers away from one another.

The addition of Time Warner allows
AT&T to offer products like HBO and
other video services, either at dis-
counted rates or as part of a package, to
keep customers from defecting.

In June, right after AT&T closed its

purchase of Warner Media, Mr. Stankey
told HBO employees that the network
would have to produce more shows and
films, and that it should keep in mind
that this content should keep eyes on
screens for longer periods of time.

That tension — between HBO’s iden-
tity as a place for carefully crafted series
and AT&T’s ambitions — was a point of
discussion at the Porter House party.

“You understand that things have to
change,” Mr. Gibney, the documentary

filmmaker, said. “The part that I’m con-
cerned about is that the ability to be a
curator of really high-quality stuff
seems not to be as important.”

And what will become of the high-
priced parties?

Mr. Carter, the former Vanity Fair edi-
tor as well as a producer of Mr. Gibney’s
new documentary, was referring to Mr.
Plepler when he spoke of the value of
such gatherings. “Richard calls them
halo events,” he said. “They’re very im-

portant. If someone makes a film with
HBO, they know it’s going to get noticed,
and they feel like they’re being acknowl-
edged.”

After the guests had finished their
steaks and three-berry shortcake des-
serts, the room began to empty out. At
11:33 p.m., a waiter in a white jacket
made his final rounds.

He barely broke stride as he swooped
in and removed Mr. Plepler’s name card
from the center table.

The HBO chief Richard Plepler, left, with the journalist Bryant Gumbel and Mr. Gumbel’s wife, Hilary Quinlan, last year. Mr. Plepler’s resignation comes after AT&T absorbed HBO.

KRISTA SCHLUETER FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

HBO’s chief skips the party
HBO, FROM PAGE 8

When Adrian Ward and his fiancée,
Maren McLaughlin-Klotz, started
house-hunting in Austin, Tex., they de-
cided to overhaul how they talked about,
and handled, money.

They shared their credit histories.
They read and discussed the book “1,001
Questions to Ask Before You Get Mar-
ried.” They began weekly budget chats
and established a joint wedding fund.
They even started meeting with Dr.
Ward’s adviser to review their retire-
ment accounts and made plans to return
every year.

Dr. Ward, 32 and a marketing profes-
sor, had recently collaborated on re-
search that showed what could happen
when one partner in a couple is “pegged
as the money person,” as he was. He was
shocked to realize that his own research
showed that he and Ms. McLaughlin-
Klotz, 31, were going about it all wrong.

Ms. McLaughlin-Klotz shared his con-
cerns. “I know a lot of marriages have
problems because of finances, and I
would not want to set us up for failure,”
she said.

The findings showed that what can
begin as a practical solution — to have
one person handle everything — can
come at a cost to the uninvolved part-
ner’s skills. The cost is especially steep
when couples figure in the need for re-
tirement planning or even when one
partner winds up alone, after a death or
a divorce.

The research, by Dr. Ward, of the Mc-
Combs School of Business at the Univer-
sity of Texas at Austin, and John G.
Lynch, of the Leeds School of Business
at the University of Colorado in Boulder,
has found that people who take on more
of the financial tasks acquire greater
knowledge over time than their unin-
volved partners, as measured by a 13-
question financial literacy quiz.

“If you’re paying attention, you get
better over time,” Dr. Lynch said.

One part of the research included a
study of 86 participants, in which the re-
searchers first assessed each person’s
individual aptitude for financial and
health care topics, then assigned part-
ners and asked participants to read and
remember as much information as they
could during a five-minute period spent
on the topics of finance (stocks, vehicle
financing, life insurance and credit
cards) and health care (heart health, the
endocrine system, cancer and mental
illness), according to the study.

After giving participants a three-
minute break, the researchers meas-
ured each partner’s ability to remember
details they had learned from their read-
ing by completing as many partial state-
ments as possible in five minutes. The
results showed a tendency for partners
to divide tasks according to who they be-
lieved had greater skills, and even those

who started out with less knowledge ac-
quired more when assigned the role of
the “money person.”

“They’re totally missing that really
they started in the same place, but by ac-
cepting these roles, you’re determining
who has financial literacy,” Dr. Ward
said.

A study sponsored by Fidelity Invest-
ments conducted in April tracked part-
ners’ confidence in handling financial
tasks when they were more involved
and less involved — finding that couples
who worked together had greater confi-
dence about their financial futures.

The company surveyed 1,662 couples
across the country, with an average age
of 52, who were either married or in
long-term committed relationships and
living together. The respondents had ei-
ther an annual household income of
$75,000 or a minimum of $100,000 in as-
sets to invest. When they were asked
about their ability to assume full respon-
sibility for their retirement finances and
strategy, almost all — 93 percent of
those who said they had primary re-
sponsibility and 87 percent with joint re-
sponsibility, said they felt confident in
doing so.

By contrast, only 52 percent of the less
involved partners expressed confidence
about taking over the financial role. No-
tably, those who were not participating
showed more unease when asked about
“not being prepared financially if my
significant other passes away first,”
with 41 percent of the less involved re-
spondents saying they were concerned,
versus only 10 percent of those who said
they had primary financial responsibil-
ity and 18 percent who said they handled

tasks jointly. Even a well-intentioned
spouse can leave a partner feeling un-
certain about the ability to make good
choices alone but worried and fearful at
worst, especially if one is left in potential
financial jeopardy.

Kathleen M. Rehl is a financial advis-
er and researcher in St. Petersburg, Fla.,
and the author of “Moving Forward on
Your Own: A Financial Guidebook for
Widows.” She recalled a newly widowed
client who had gladly ceded the financial
decision-making to her husband for
years.

The client was following a gut instinct
in hiring her, Ms. Rehl said, and ex-
pressed it this way: “I never really un-
derstood that stuff that Jim did, but my
tummy tells me it might be wrong.”

When Ms. Rehl looked at her client’s
portfolio, she found 90 percent of the
holdings were in international stocks —
an aggressive risk profile for any invest-
or, let alone a retiree in her 70s. Together,
they developed a more balanced port-
folio, composed of a blend of stock and
bond index funds designed to weather
market volatility. Even when they
agreed to rejigger the investments, it
proved hard for Ms. Rehl’s client to
make such a big decision alone, even
though she eventually followed through.
“She said, ‘Stop, I can’t do it,’” Ms. Rehl
said. “She said, ‘It’s like I’m slapping
Jim in the face.’”

Facing major choices alone can be dis-
orienting — even when a couple have
prepared for it together.

When Liz Hobert, of Mount Dora, Fla.,
68, and her husband, Bruce, were in
their 50s, they wanted to make sure they
both had a clear view of their finances —
so they enrolled in a financial course
held at a local community college.

“We came out not any better than we
had been before,” Ms. Hobert said, de-
scribing a “mess” of six insurance poli-
cies and a collection of pensions and
stock and bond accounts handled by dif-
ferent advisers. “We had all these pieces
but we really didn’t know what we would

have in retirement and wondered, ‘Are
we ever going to be able to retire?’”

Working with Ms. Rehl, they consoli-
dated accounts, started saving more ag-
gressively, and set a goal of retiring in
their 60s. When Mr. Hobert died five
years ago, Ms. Hobert said she felt re-
assured when Ms. Rehl urged her not to
worry about money or making any big
decisions for six months based on the
planning they had completed.

Even though Ms. McLaughlin-Klotz
and Dr. Ward are years away from re-
tirement, they have already started
talking about the long term.

Now, he said, “There’s complete
transparency” about their finances. “It
would be easier for me to do everything,
but the easiest thing isn’t necessarily
the best thing.”

Ms. McLaughlin-Klotz said she was
glad they were working on it, though she
had also found it challenging. “It’s a re-
ally uncomfortable topic, but we talk
about it all the time. I want to make sure
I’m contributing so it was important for
me that we had those conversations so I
don’t feel left out.”

Sheryl Garrett, a certified financial
planner in Eureka Springs, Ark., has
tips for couples:

How can couples talk about money with-
out fighting about it? 
To begin, don’t start by talking dollars
and cents. Instead, try to create a clear
picture of long-term wishes. Each per-
son can start by making a list of 30 goals,
dividing them into three categories,
called “I would love to,” “like to” and “it’s
not that important.” They could range
from the practical, such as saving for re-
tirement or starting a family, to desires
such as living overseas or studying a
new language. (One of Ms. Garrett’s
personal goals is to master conversa-
tional Mandarin — a skill she is still
working on.) Next, swap lists and begin
talking about how to create a plan to-
gether to make those ideas happen.

What concrete steps should we take ev-
ery year? 
Take stock of your financial situation an-
nually by looking at each person’s net
worth separately and the couple’s net
worth together, Ms. Garrett said. Com-
pare where you were a year ago and
start thinking about what changes you
want to make in the year ahead.

What ground rules should couples fol-
low to help stay on track? 
Set aside time — no more than 30 min-
utes — to talk about money at least once
a month. Try to find a low-stress time,
perhaps a weekend night, and involve
everyone in the household — including
children. Consider modeling how to
work through the kinds of financial
trade-offs you need to make as a family.
For instance, would you rather have a
lavish trip or go camping, allowing a
lasting purchase like a trampoline,
which everyone could enjoy on a regular
basis? Commit to talking together with
“no blame and no shame,” Ms. Garrett
said.

Handling your money requires teamwork

Adrian Ward, a marketing professor, decided from his own research that he and his
fiancée, Maren McLaughlin-Klotz, were managing their money badly.
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Researchers advise
couples to consider 
planning a joint task

BY ELIZABETH HARRIS

What may seem a practical
solution — to have one partner
handle it all — can come at a
cost to the other’s skills.

industry, Mr. Bezos transformed from a
low-key, geeky Seattle father to a chis-
eled presence on the red carpet. He has
never seemed to be enthralled with the
filmmaking process — he leaves day-to-
day management to the Amazon Stu-
dios chief, Jennifer Salke — but like
Howard Hughes and other outsider ty-
coons before him, Mr. Bezos has unmis-
takably embraced the industry’s trap-
pings.

His true Hollywood coming out was in
2016, when he gave a party — lavish
even in the context of awards season —
to celebrate the Oscar favorite “Man-
chester by the Sea,” an Amazon Studios
production. Matt Damon was the co-
host. It was held in a temporary edifice
(only in Beverly Hills could it be called a
“tent”) perched at the end of the long,
pebbled driveway at Mr. Bezos’s man-
sion, high above Sunset Boulevard. The
evening appears to be the first time that
he and Ms. Sanchez were publicly pho-
tographed together.

They had met the previous year. As
Amazon pushed into entertainment, it
often worked with Endeavor, and Mr.
Whitesell and Ms. Sanchez started so-
cializing with the Bezoses. Their chil-
dren played together at the Bezos fam-
ily’s 29,000-square-foot compound out-
side Seattle, sprinting around a room
decorated with NASA memorabilia and
a chair in which J.K. Rowling wrote
parts of the “Harry Potter” books. (It
sold at auction for $394,000.)

Ms. Sanchez, an aviation enthusiast
with a helicopter license, talked shop
with Mr. Bezos, who spends much of his
time building Blue Origin, his space ex-
ploration company. The two went flying
together — encouraged by Mr. White-
sell, who saw the socializing as good for
his wife’s aerial film and production
company, Black Ops Aviation.

By last year, they were having an af-
fair. Three people in Ms. Sanchez’s ex-
tended social circle said she was giddy
and in love, showing amorous texts to a
number of her friends.

‘INTENSELY FOCUSED’
At Amazon, Mr. Bezos has long imple-
mented an idiosyncratic meeting struc-
ture. Executives sit in silence, reading a
six-page memo on the topic at hand. Bul-
let points are frowned upon; the docu-
ment must be a cogent narrative. Only
once everyone has digested the “six-
pager” do discussions begin.

That process may have been what Mr.
Bezos was channeling when — without
consulting Amazon brass — he pub-
lished an explosive Medium essay on
Feb. 7 accusing The Enquirer of extor-
tion and blackmail. The tabloid was
threatening to publish photos it had ob-
tained, including one of Mr. Bezos’s
“semi-erect manhood,” unless he met
their conditions.

Mr. Bezos called out David Pecker, the
chief executive of The Enquirer’s parent
company, American Media, who has
been known to wield his influence to
benefit Mr. Trump. (Last year, federal
prosecutors determined that American
Media had made illegal payments to si-
lence women who said they had had af-
fairs with Mr. Trump.)

Mr. Bezos added that he had asked
Mr. de Becker to conduct an investiga-
tion into how the tabloid had gotten his
texts and photos. He implied that Mr.
Trump and the Saudi royal family’s dis-
pleasure with The Washington Post,
which he owns, were behind The En-
quirer’s actions.

PUBLIC RELATIONS MASTERSTROKE
When Mr. Bezos published his essay,
commentators were nearly unanimous
in hailing it as a public relations master-
stroke: Somehow, the world’s richest
man, caught cheating on his wife, was
now a victim.

But since then, more than three weeks
have elapsed, and while Mr. de Becker
has told The Washington Post that the
Enquirer piece was “politically motivat-

ed,” direct proof of the Trump or Saudi
links has not yet emerged. Asked re-
peatedly for such evidence, Mr. de
Becker, who was traveling in Fiji, de-
clined to comment on the record.

A person in Mr. Bezos’s camp, who
was not authorized to speak on the
record, said the investigation into the
Enquirer story had moved beyond Mr.
Sanchez, and to some extent was out of
Mr. de Becker’s hands, now that evi-
dence was with law enforcement.

Mr. Bezos and Ms. Sanchez remain to-
gether. On Feb. 19, Mr. Bezos spoke at
the Yale Club in New York about his plan
to populate the solar system with one
trillion people through Blue Origin. “I
try to organize my personal time so that
I live mostly about two to three years
out,” Mr. Bezos said, according to a tran-
script published on Business Insider.
The New York Post elected to ignore the
space-travel angle, reporting instead
that he and Ms. Sanchez had been holed
up in a Park Avenue “luxe love nest.”

AMAZON’S SHARE PRICE RISES
So far, investors haven’t minded the
messiness of Mr. Bezos’s personal life
and his pull toward Hollywood. Ama-
zon’s share price is up since the start of
the year, and the company said that Mr.
Bezos had not been distracted by the
scandal. “Jeff remains as intensely fo-
cused on Amazon’s various businesses
as ever, running daylong meetings of the
S-Team (our leadership team) and daily
forwarding emails he receives from
customers to business leaders,” Mr. Car-
ney wrote in an email.

Still, the incidents have left many ad-
herents to the Bezos Way — who are le-
gion — confused about what the events
of the past several weeks say about Mr.
Bezos’s judgment.

One former Amazon executive, who
signed a nondisclosure agreement and
could only discuss the company anony-
mously, wondered how Mr. Bezos’s be-
havior squared with a recent letter he
sent to shareholders, in which he talked
about irrevocable decisions, or what he
called “one-way doors.”

“These decisions must be made me-
thodically, carefully, slowly and with
great deliberation and consultation,” Mr.
Bezos said. “If you walk through and
don’t like what you see on the other side,
you can’t get back to where you were be-
fore.”

Brooks Barnes and Karen Weise contrib-
uted reporting.

In Hollywood, Jeff Bezos
lost control of his story
BEZOS, FROM PAGE 8

Gavin de Becker, a consultant hired by
Jeff Bezos. Mr. de Becker has been feud-
ing with the brother of Lauren Sanchez.
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David Pecker, the publisher of The Na-
tional Enquirer, which threatened to
publish private photos of Mr. Bezos.
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